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NOTE ON A PREVIOUS PAPER ON TORSION 
BY 
R. NOTTROT 
(Communicated by Prof. W. VANDER WounE at the meeting of December 29, 1956) 
Summary 
A previous paper 1) deals with the metric treatment of the notion of 
torsion for curves in abstract metric spaces. In this note our definition 
of torsion will be compared with the notions of torsion introduced by 
BLUMENTHAL 2) and by ALEXITS s). It is shown that the last mentioned 
notions are not in accordance with the classical definition in Riemannian 
spaces. Because of J. HAANTJES's decease at February 8, 1956, only the 
second author of 1) is mentioned in this note, containing results of common 
investigations. 
Let p1(t1), p2(t2), Ps(ts) be three points of a euclidean curve 0 (p(t), ex <,t<J3) 
and let cxii denote the angle between the directions of the segments 
S(p0 , pi) and S(p0 , P;) at a point p0 of 0. If Menger's notion of curvature 
is used the curvature x of 0 at p0 is given by 
(PIP2 +PIPa +PzPa) (PIPz +PIPa -PzPa) (PIPz -PIPs +PzPa) ( -PIPz +PIPs +PzPa) 
(PIPz) 2 (PIPa) 2 (PzPa) 2 
Because expansion of the determinant D(p10 p2, Ps) turns out that 
D (Pv P2• Ps) = - (p1P2 + P1Ps + P2Ps) (P1P2 + P1Ps- P2Ps) · 
· (p1P2- P1Ps + P2Ps) (-P!P2 +PIPs+ P2Ps), 
we have that the Menger-curvature of 0 at p0 is given by 
(1) 
The curvature e of the set 0' of the directions of S(p0 , p(t)) at the tangent 
d of 0 at Po is given by the expression 
(2) e2= lim e2 (p1,P2•Pa), 
'Pi-+Po 
1 ) J. HAANTJES and R. NoTTROT, Distance Geometry. Directions in metric spaces. 
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2) L. M. BLUMENTHAL, Theory and applications of distance geometry, p. 87 
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(4) 
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where 
(3) 2( )- (1X12+"'1a+"'zal(1X1z+"'1s-1Xzal(1X1z-IX18+"'2al(-1X12+"'1a+"'zal 12 p1,p2,p3 - (~ ~ ~ l2 
~12 ~1a ~za 
This expression has the same limit as 
16sin! (1X12 +IX1a +tXzsl sin!(IX12 +"'13 -tXzal sin!(tX12 -tX1s +"'zal sin!( -IX12 +"'13 +"'zal 
(sin tX12 sin tX13 sin tX23l 2 = 
41 I( · · · )-2 4E12a = COS cxii Sill cx12 SID tx13 Sill CX2a = - E E E = 12 13 28 
= -25. D(Po•Pt•Pz•PaHPoPtl2 (PoP2)2(PoPal1 
D (Po• Pt• Pzl · D (Po• Pt• Pal· D (Po• Pz• Pal • 
From (1) it follows that 
( 5) 2 = lim 'y' D (Po• P1• Pzl • D (Po• Pt• Pal • D (Po• Pz• Pal • 1 . 
" Pr'"Po; D(PvP2•Pal (PoPtl2 (PoP2) 2 (PoPa)2" 
l. ---! 
Hence, if we define the torsion -c of C at Po by 
(6) (u =I= 0) 
then we have from (4) and (5) 
(7)] -c2 = lim 
£0'~oPo-+Po VD (Po•Pt•Pz) • D(po,Pt•Pa) · D (Po•P2•Pa) ·D(Pt•P2•Ps) 
This limit defines the classical torsion for curves in a euclidean space and 
is a slight modification of Blumenthal's definition of torsion. Alexits takes 
the following limit 
(8) t= lim PzPay' 1BID(Po•Pt•P2•Ps)l -
IP~~ PoPs I D (Po• Pt• P2) • D (plJ P2• Pa) I 
as the definition of torsion at a point Po of a curve C in an abstract metric 
space. An example will show that these definitions are not in accordance 
with the classical notion of torsion in a Riemannian space. 
Let us consider a small circle C(p(8)) of (euclidean) radius! on the two-
dimensional unit sphere S2• The geodesic distance d from a point p of C 
to a fixed point p0 =p(O) of C is: 
(9) d -2 . [1 • ]- 1 3 1 5 17 7 
- arc SID 2 SID 8 -8- '23 8 - 27 8 + 15•210 8 + · · · 
8 denoting the arc-length of the subarc of C joining p and p0• Obviously 
the torsion at Po of C in S 2 vanishes. From (9) it follows that 
(10) d2_ 2_1. 4+ 1 8+ 
-,8 4 8 15.24 8 •.. 
In order to simplify calculation we consider moreover the non-real curve 
C (p(8)): 
(ll) 
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in euclidean 3-space. This curve 0 has at p0 =p(O) a curvature ii= V3 and 
a torsion i'=iV3. The squared distance from a point p(s) of 0 to the 
point Po is: 
(12) 
For simplicity we consider the points p~ = p( ks) of 0 and the points 
pk=p(ks) of 0 (k= 1, 2, 3) to evaluate the expression (7) for the curve 0 
at the point p0 • To within terms of the fourteenth and higher order we find 
that 
(13) 
Sinse 0 is a curve in euclidean three-space we have that the limit (7) for 
the points Pk of 0 is -3. 
From (13) it follows that 
) 
lim D (Po• Pt> P2• Ps) = 
PrPa {PoPt)2 {PoP2)2 {PoPs)2 {PtP2)2 {PtPs)2 {P2Ps) 2 
= lim {- - )2 {- - )~~P~·~('P2:~:)(- - )2 {- - )a Pr-.. P• PoPt PoP2 PoPs P1P2 PtPa P2Pa 
(14) 
Because the limit (1) equals 3 for each triple of the four points p0, p1, p2, p3 
as well as for each triple of the four points p0 , Pv p2, p3, we obtain that 
(15) lim 18ID{Po•PI•P2•Pal =l-31=3. 
Pr+Po V I D (Po•PI•P2) • D (Po• P1• Pa) • D (Po• P2• Pa) • D (PI• P2• Ps) I 
Hence this limit does not define the classical torsion for 0 at Po in S2• 
In the same way it is seen that the limit (8): 
(16) lim P2Pa y lSI D(Po•P1•P2•Pal I ~,:: V3 
Pr+PoPoPs ID(Po•Pt>P2)·D(PI•P2•Pa) I 
at the point p0 of the curve 0 in S2• 
It results that the definitions of Blumenthal and Alexits are not in 
accordance with the classical notion in Riemannian spaces. However, our 
definition (6) harmonizes indeed with the classical one 1). 
1) J. lliANTJES and R. NoTTRoT, l.c. 
